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The Derby Summer House is a two story frame structure, twenty feet square.
Palladian influence is indicated in the arrangement of an upper main floor
raised over a heavier basement level, somewhat like Peter Harrison's Brick
Market in Newport, a classic example of American Palladianism. Here, to lend
a sense of mass, the lower story has wooden quoins and a stringcourse along
the wall at the point where the arches of the semicircular headed windows
begin. These windows also have wooden keystone blocks as does the large
arched opening. The east and west facades of the second story, above a beltcoasre, are treated in the' lighter Federal or Adamesque style, with four
attenuated fluted Ionic pilasters framing three windows. The end windows are
rectangular with, graceful swags above. A large semicircular headed window
fills the central space. All the upper story windows are shuttered and
vertical in proportion. The lower north and south ends each have two small
narrow semicircular headed windows identical to those on the first story of the
east and west facades but with no central arched opening. The walls of the
upper stories are plain with one large central semicircular headed window,
shuttered like those on the facades. A modillioned cornice surrounds the
building under the gable roof. Its ends over the east and west are treated
like a temple pediment with modillions under the gable. A wooden urn is
placed at each corner. The ridgeline of the roof is surmounted by two carved
wooden figures, almost lifesize, placed at each end, the Gardener or Reaper
on the east and the Shepherdess or Milkmaid on the west. These were carved
by John and Simeon Skillen of Boston in 1793. The Milkmaid is a reproduction.
The original, which suffered fire damage, is in the Peabody Institute.
Inside on the first floor, there are two small rooms whicli are divided by a
central hall that extends through the structure. The steps and vestibule
at this level are surfaced in white marble. The second floor, where tea was
served, was decorated in an Oriental manner. A wood parquet floor, dating
from the first decade of this century is still in place.
The following contemporary description by Elizabeth Southgate from 1802, was
reproduced by Fiske Kimball in Mr. Samuel Mclritire, Carver, The Architect
of Salem, p. 75.
There are 3 divisions in the gardens, and you pass from
the lower one to the upper thro' several arches rising
one above the other. From the lower gate you have a
fine perspective view of the whole range, rising gradually until the sight is terminated by a hermitage. The
summer house in the center has an arch thro 1 it, with 3
doors on each side which open into little apartments
and one of them opens to a staircase by which you
ascend into a square room, the whole size of the
building; it has a fine airy appearance and commands a
view of the whole garden; two large chestnut trees on
each side almost shade it from my view when seen from
the sides...The room is ornament©(d) with some Chinese
figures.
(Continued)
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Derby Summer House is a rare and excellent example of a formal eighteenth
century garden house designed with the lightness of detail which characterized
the Federal Style. It was built in 1793-94 by Samuel Mclntire 3 the noted
craftsman-carpenter of Salem. The ridgeline of the roof is surmounted by two
life-size wooden figures, carved by John and Simeon Skilien of Boston in 1793,
important in themselves as examples of some of the earliest surving sculpture
done in America. Although moved from its original site on the Derby farm in
1901, to the Glen Magna Estate, its setting in the formal garden provides the
proper setting for the building.
HISTORY
In the collection of the Essex Institute are three designs by Samuel Mclntire
for garden houses. Two of these are working drawings for the Derby summer
house, once located on the farm of Eli&s Hasket Derby in South, Danvers.
Mclntire's records indicate the designs were executed in 1793.
Figures for the garden and summer house were carved by John and Simeon Skillin
of Boston. Two of the figures carved by them, the Gardener and the Shepherdress,
later known as the Reaper and the Milkmaid, were placed over the gables of the
summer house where they remain today (the Milkmaid in replica). A figure of
Plenty stood in front of the summer house. This figure survives in the
Peabody Museum in Salem. One other figure, The Hermit, was placed in a rustic
building or grotto. This figure has been entirely^ lost.
Contemporary accounts"describe the garden as essentially formal, with a long
axial path marked by arches and other architectural and landscape features.
The Derby farm passed by deed in 1800 to the son, Hasket Derby. At his death
in 1805, a cousin, Jacob Crowninshield, who died three years later, inherited
the house. On a division of his estate in 1825 the farm house went to his
daughter Mary, who married William P. Endicott. In 1832, after being leased
for some years as a tavern it was sold out of the family, belonging for many
years to Kendall Osborn and his descendants. Sometime during this period
the summer house was raised on stone underpinning and latticed doors were
added to the arches.

(Continued)
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION The'• landmark boundary for the Summer House, within
the Glen Magna Estate, is drawn to include the summer house and the formal garden
to^the rear which maintains a sense of the original environment> following the
brick wall of the garden on three sides, north, east, and south, continuing on the
north and south to the west edge of the path that runs parallel to the west facade
of the house which is the western boundary as indicated on the diagram, Sketch map
A.
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Today the archway on the first floor leads to a brick enclosed flower garden
The building was moved to its present site in 19Q1 where it retained its
function as a summer tea house within a formal garden setting. The Danvers
Historical Society was bequeathed the Mclntire Summer House in 1958 by the
will of Mrs. William C. Endicott, and has since been repaired, repainted
and reroofed.
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In 1901, Mrs. William Crowninshield Endicott, a descendant of the original
owners, bought the summer house and transported it to Glen Magna Farm, Danvers
A shopping center now occupies the original location of the summer house. In
its new location it was placed again within the setting of a formal garden
designed by Herbert Browne in 19Q4. The property is now owned by the Danvers
Historical Society.
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fir -%ff-Figures 110 and ill. Derby Summer-house, Peaborly, 1793.

